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VIEWPOINTS
International climate negotiations are becoming increasingly focused on suites of emissions-cutting policies and measures, rather than solely on traditional targets and timetables, particularly for developing
countries2. This approach raises at least two important challenges for negotiators and policymakers3.
First, how can negotiators judge whether states’ proposed policies and measures are commensurate
with ambitious global goals for controlling emissions? Second, how can policymakers evaluate whether
climate policies and measures (in both developed and developing countries) are succeeding and maximize the odds that countries will actually deliver needed emissions cuts? Answering both questions is essential to reconciling a bottom-up approach to climate change mitigation with top-down need for strong
global emissions cuts.
Continuous collective examination and evaluation of existing and proposed national mitigation efforts
will be needed to address both issues. States should create a multilateral Climate Policy Review Mechanism that would institutionalize this process. This would borrow from the successful use of “peer review”
to help address other challenges including trade, monetary, and environmental policy4. The effort should
be anchored in a new international institution whose sole purpose would be to facilitate the review process or in an expanded International Energy Agency (IEA). Member countries would be required to participate in the review mechanism. (Depending on the circumstances under which the mechanism was
created, membership could include all UNFCCC members or could be limited to G-20 nations.) In order to
maximize states’ cooperation, though, the body would have no authority to determine compliance with
or prescribe enforcement action under any international treaty.
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The Case for a Climate Policy Review Mechanism
The world of international governance is replete with peer review processes that illuminate and help improve countries’ performance on critical international issues. Schemes vary in their details and effectiveness but the basic contours are usually the same. Each country involved in addressing the issue in question agrees to semi-regular international reviews of its performance. Reviews under the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Article IV surveillance process, for example, focus on fiscal and monetary policy in
each IMF member country; audits under the World Trade Organization (WTO) Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM) evaluate a range of trade-related measures in each WTO-member country; and Organisation
for Economic Co-Operation and Development (OECD) country reviews focus on different areas, such as
economic performance, research and development, and the environment, for each review. Reviews are
conducted by a secretariat (or in some regimes by officials from one or more peer countries) with the
active cooperation of the country being examined. (The division of labor between the country being reviewed and the secretariat varies among different regimes.) At the end of each review, a summary report
is prepared, and, often, made public; the balance in these reports between descriptive content and critical
analysis and recommendations differs among regimes, but reports generally include at least some of the
latter. These reports, often along with synthesis documents (such as the IMF’s World Economic Outlooks)
that aggregate multiple countries, are ultimately used to inform both domestic policymaking and highlevel international political deliberation.
Climate change policy could be immeasurably improved by a similar international review process. Individual states and international institutions (such as the World Bank or United Nations Environment
Programme, UNEP) will undoubtedly conduct reviews of their own climate efforts with an eye toward estimating their impacts and improving their functioning. Various nongovernmental and intergovernmental
organizations will evaluate states’ and others’ performance too. But such efforts will leave important gaps
that can only be addressed by an effective multilateral review process.
An international review process would be well-positioned to assess the combined impact of different
countries’ and institutions’ climate policies. This could be done both with proposed policies—which
would help estimate whether bottom-up efforts were sufficient to meet top-down goals—and with existing policies, to see whether they were on course to deliver anticipated results. Such assessments would
facilitate high-level international climate diplomacy by providing a common knowledge base for national
leaders when they discuss the adequacy and effectiveness of countries’ climate commitments and efforts
though forums like the G-20 or the Major Economies Forum (MEF). While individual countries or other,
self-appointed, institutions could also provide assessments (and indeed could offer a valuable check on
as well as input into those produced by an official review process), it would be difficult for any one analysis to be accepted as a common foundation for political discussion.
An official international review process could, unlike other analytical efforts, also be designed to require
countries’ active cooperation, which would in turn add invaluably and uniquely to its quality and accuracy. Countries could be required to provide structured self-assessments as the basis for international
review and to work with secretariat staff to answer questions and resolve ambiguities. Involvement of
independent international reviewers would ensure more credible analysis than national-level reporting
and self-assessment alone. It would also help make sure that reviews covered issues of concern to other
countries. Participation in a international review process would, finally, help ensure that countries and

institutions conducted their own internal reviews on a regular basis and with a minimum level of quality,
since parties would need to conduct their own reviews in order to participate effectively in an international scheme.
Advantages and Shortcomings of a Review Mechanism
There is little disagreement that solid analysis, both of proposed measures and of implemented policies, can inform more effective international deliberations. That is reason enough to establish a review
mechanism. Many have claimed, though, that intensive reviews will also directly steer national governments toward better policies through peer pressure on regulators and learning by technocrats involved
in the reviews5. There are many cases where this has been and will be true—but there are also important
limits to what peer review can accomplish6. Peer review is most limited in its direct impacts when politics precludes adoption of reviewers’ recommendations or serious reflection of their findings in national
policymaking and when there are no other meaningful incentives (such as explicit financial rewards) for
following those recommendations 7. A review that determined, for example, that the United States should
tighten greenhouse gas emissions limits in a cap-and-trade system would have no direct impact on U.S.
policy, which will be shaped almost entirely by legislators rather than technocrats.
The technical contribution of a new international review mechanism to domestic policy development in
the larger (and particularly in developed) countries is also likely to be limited. Regulators and policymakers in those countries already have extensive networks of professional connections through which they
share experience and ideas; adding one more forum to the mix will not necessarily add much value.
There are a host of areas, though, where reviews could be particularly effective in directly affecting policies. Multilateral review is likely to be most useful and effective in influencing design and implementation
of multilateral (rather than purely domestic) mechanisms for advancing climate policy, particularly when
regulators have considerable discretion in implanting those. Take, for example, a U.S.-based system for
certifying international offsets as part of a cap-and-trade scheme. International review, by incorporating
deeper understanding of the impact of offsets in countries that generate them, could provide important
and constructive feedback that U.S. government reviewers would find difficult to produce themselves.
Conversely, the review process could provide an opportunity for U.S. regulators to explain and justify
their criteria for accepting or rejecting offsets. And since a U.S. offset system is likely to give regulators
substantial flexibility in determining credit eligibility, the outcomes of these exchanges may well become
reflected in actual policy. Other areas that gain from multilateral cooperation, such as public support for
technology development, would also benefit.
Reviews of national policies in the developing world may also help improve international efforts by
developed countries and multilateral institutions to help steer countries toward low-carbon development. By illuminating the domestic policy environment in developing countries, reviews would help
developed countries and international institutions direct financial and technological assistance more
efficiently; greater confidence that resources were being effectively deployed could, in turn, promote
higher contributions8. Conversely, reviews of financial and technological assistance policies could help
developing countries make policy changes that would increase the flow and effectiveness of international
resources.

The right review mechanism, in sum, would help policymakers understand whether countries’ proposed
policies were sufficient to achieve global climate objectives and, at the same time, could promote continuous improvement in policies worldwide. To that end, policymakers should establish a Climate Policy
Review Mechanism. They will need to decide who to include, how to structure a new mechanism, and
where to house it.
Designing and Establishing a Review Mechanism
There is a strong case to be made for a review mechanism that focuses on the members of the G-20 or
the Major Economies Forum, at least initially. In many areas, as noted above, reviews will only be useful if
they are coupled with an effective forum for high-level political engagement. Both the G-20 and the MEF
provide that. The UNFCCC, on the other hand, will always be too large for serious and sustained highlevel political coordination; the value of a global (rather than minilateral) review effort, therefore, would
be limited. Excessive breadth, meanwhile, would make it more difficult for collective reviews to focus on
the countries of greatest importance to global emissions, diminishing their value for G-20 or MEF decisionmakers. In addition, reviews can be expensive, both for the body performing the review and for the
state being reviewed; limiting scope would thus limit cost. The IMF provides a sense of scale: it conducts
annual reviews of most countries around the world and requires an annual surveillance budget of over
$200 million to do that (though that budget pays for other activities too)9.
Yet despite this case for a focused mechanism, global politics may dictate a more inclusive approach. If
a review process is established through the UNFCCC negotiations, which itself has global reach, it will
be difficult for it to be anything other than universal. In addition, to the extent that reviews establish
transparency that helps countries become more attractive destinations for low-carbon investment and
assistance, a broader set of states may demand to be part of a review process. If, for either reason, a
global (rather than minilateral) review process is essential, leaders will need to be careful to ensure that
the largest emitters nonetheless remain its focus, both to promote better policy and to keep costs under
control.
The WTO Trade Policy Review Mechanism provides a model solution for resolving this tension. It conducts reviews of the top four trading countries (the “Quad”) every two years, of the next sixteen trading
countries every four years, and of all other WTO members every six years, with least developed countries
allowed to participate even less frequently on a case-by-case basis. A Climate Policy Review Mechanism
may conduct reviews of the top eight emitters (treating the European Union as a single entity), which are
responsible for about 65 percent of global emissions, on a (rolling) biennial basis; the remaining eight
members of the G-20, responsible for about 15 percent more, every four years (again on a rolling basis);
and all other countries less frequently, with additional leniency for least developed countries10. More frequent but more focused reviews could be conducted for key countries in particular sectors: for example,
forestry reviews could be conducted more often for countries with the highest rates of deforestation as
well as those developed countries contributing the most funds to help prevent deforestation. Special reports could also be prepared for G-20 or MEF leaders’ meetings. Ideally, critical international institutions,
including the World Bank and UN bodies like UNEP, would undergo review too, helping improve their
functioning and transparency. The WTO process, with a similar number of annual reviews to the proposed
Climate Policy Review Mechanism, provides some indication of what this all would cost: its annual bud-

get for trade policy reviews was about $7 million in 200611.
This review process would require a secretariat. There are four options. The most obvious is to house it
within the UNFCCC secretariat itself. But that secretariat lacks technical credibility; it is also too closely
associated with the global climate negotiations to be a core part of a G-20 or MEF process. Choosing
UNEP to host a secretariat would help distance the process from formal global negotiations and could
be appealing to developing countries because of its equitable governance structure. UNEP, though, lacks
expertise on developed countries and is often seen as weak on large-scale energy issues. For these reasons, it is not a viable option.
The IEA has deep technical expertise that would provide a strong analytical foundation for a review process. It could also manage expansion to include a review effort: its annual budget of about $40 million
is several times more than what a well-designed review process would cost12. But it is difficult to see
the IEA, which is controlled by the world’s wealthy countries, being acceptable as a neutral reviewer to
the developing world, and the near-term prospects for IEA enlargement are dim. (Even if the IEA were to
expand, it would not become anywhere near universal; it woud only include the largest developing countries.) The IEA would also need to supplement its own expertise with outside expertise on non-energy
emissions. Still, if a review process is established outside the UNFCCC negotiations and the IEA is able to
expand, it would be an ideal candidate for housing it.
Absent those conditions, however, a new institution will need to be established. This would allow all
stakeholders to have real roles in its governance. Establishing credibility and competency, though, would
be challenging. The best solution may be to create a legally independent secretariat but to house it at the
IEA. This approach was recently used for the secretariat of the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation (IPEEC), a new body that includes not only OECD countries but also India and China.
The IPEEC secretariat is substantially smaller than a Climate Policy Review Mechanism secretariat would
need to be, but such a hybrid scheme should still be manageable13.

CONCLUSION

But why would countries join? Part of the motivation would need to come from a desire to promote
better international climate policy and cooperation—but that would be insufficient incentive alone, particularly for many developing countries. Those developing countries could also benefit in other ways. A
review process that made them more attractive destinations for foreign investment (public and private)
in low-carbon infrastructure, by providing transparency and helping them shape their domestic policies,
would provide a financial boost. Developing countries could also benefit from the policy feedback that a
review mechanism would provide. Developed countries, meanwhile, would gain from a review process
that helped them direct public finance and carbon markets in more effective and efficient ways, as well
as coordinate regulations and technology investment. Developed country participation would be critical,
in any case, in order to legitimize the process and hence promote developing-country involvement. And
all countries would gain from having a review process that shone a regular, credible, and public spotlight
on others that were not taking sufficient action on climate change.

Participation could also be mandated as part of a global post-Kyoto climate deal. But policymakers should
be careful to avoid formally and legally linking a review process to compliance mechanisms such as trade
sanctions or to international financial assistance. Such links (particularly to trade sanctions) would likely
deter cooperation with a review mechanism or encourage countries to reject its establishment in the
first place. Ruling out formal, legal links to compliance mechanisms would follow the model of the Trade
Policy Review Mechanism, which is explicitly independent of the WTO dispute resolution process.
This does not necessarily mean, however, that review outcomes would never become inputs into decisions regarding penalties or assistance. Decisions about how to use review outcomes would inevitably
be in the hands of those states or institutions imposing penalties or providing assistance. This should
be acceptable not only to developed countries but also to developing countries, which could use review
findings to argue against having sanctions imposed on them or in favor of their becoming eligible for
greater financial help.
This new Climate Policy Review Mechanism and its secretariat could be established immediately—regardless of whether there is a strong international climate deal at the Fifteenth Conference of the Parties
in Copenhagen in December 2009 or soon after. It would by no means substitute for strong domestic efforts on the parts of all major emitting countries for meaningful international commitments or for robust
international cooperation. But it would help build confidence and aid lawmakers and regulators in improving policy, while supporting more effective engagement among international leaders as they strive
to strengthen the global response to climate change over the coming years and decades.
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